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Description

Almost every time I start a small project and want to base it on Flow, I need authentication and login functionality to be able to render
user-based content. So I thought of the following scenarios on how to improve this:

- build a generic package that provides a login form, a user model and the controller to login/logout the user
- just document the needed steps, copy-paste the needed code templates in case one needs it
- add this to the Kickstarter-Package

At the moment I prefer the last of the ideas as it would just help to quickly set-up the needed stuff in a new package - which then can
easily be extended or modified for the specific use-case of that application.

Any veto on adding this to the Kickstarter? Any better ideas? Any inputs from the maintainer(s) on how to prepare that feature, stuff
that shouldn't be forgotten?

History
#1 - 2013-12-16 09:48 - Christopher Hlubek

Hi Mario,

I like the idea of adding that to the Kickstarter as most users of Flow have that available already.

Greetings,

Christopher

#2 - 2013-12-16 10:31 - Mario Rimann

Christopher Hlubek wrote:

I like the idea of adding that to the Kickstarter as most users of Flow have that available already.

Could you provide me with a working patch that adds the functionality? Would be very helpful to then "kickstarterify" your working code :-)

#3 - 2013-12-16 10:35 - Christopher Hlubek

Mario Rimann wrote:

Christopher Hlubek wrote:

I like the idea of adding that to the Kickstarter as most users of Flow have that available already.
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Could you provide me with a working patch that adds the functionality? Would be very helpful to then "kickstarterify" your working code :-)

You mean a kickstarted package that is extended with authentication and login? Yes, I could do that.

#4 - 2013-12-16 10:39 - Mario Rimann

Exactly, either a kickstarted package with added login/logout functionality - or just a patch from a project, where the patch adds the functionality. I think
that's easier to prepare the stuff to be kickstarted, if there's working code already.
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